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Abstract: This paper builds on the current literature base about learning progressions in science to

address the question, “What is the nature of the learning progression in the content domain of the structure

of matter?” We introduce a learning progression in response to that question and illustrate a methodology,

the Construct Modeling (Wilson, 2005) approach, for investigating the progression through a developmen-

tally based iterative process. This study puts forth a progression of how students understand the structure

of matter by empirically inter-relating constructs of different levels of sophistication using a sample of

1,087 middle grade students from a large diverse public school district in the western part of the United

States. The study also shows that student thinking can be more complex than hypothesized as in the case

of our discovery of a substructure of understanding in a single construct within the larger progression.

Data were analyzed using a multidimensional Rasch model. Implications for teaching and learning are

discussed—we suggest that the teacher’s choice of instructional approach needs to be fashioned in terms

of a model, grounded in evidence, of the paths through which learning might best proceed, working

toward the desired targets by a pedagogy which also cultivates students’ development as effective learners.

This research sheds light on the need for assessment methods to be used as guides for formative work and

as tools to ensure the learning goals have been achieved at the end of the learning period. The

development and investigation of a learning progression of how students understand the structure of

matter using the Construct Modeling approach makes an important contribution to the research on

learning progressions and serves as a guide to the planning and implementation in the teaching of this

topic. # 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Res Sci Teach 54: 1024–1048, 2017

Keywords: learning progression; structure of matter; science assessment; construct modeling

Introduction

Learning progressions can help guide and align curriculum, instruction, and assessment

(Duncan &Hmelo-Silver, 2009; National Research Council (NRC), 2005;Wilson, 2009), as they

provide a means for laying out likely trajectories of student learning toward more sophisticated

understanding. This is particularly important formeeting the high expectations set forth by current

reform in the US—specifically, the Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 2012) and the

NextGeneration Science Standards (NGSS) (NGSSLead States, 2013), where emphasis is placed
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on depth of understanding, focusing on a small set of core ideas, rather than the breadth of

materials covered. This emphasis is appropriate for learning progressions, as “learning

progressions can provide the opportunity to examine how students’ ideas evolve over time”

(Merritt&Krajcik, 2013, pp. 11).

This paper provides an example of a hypothesized learning progression situated in the context

of the structure of matter and a method used for the systematic investigation of the progression.

Specifically, the research described here addresses the question, “What is the nature of the learning

progression in the content domain of the structure of matter?” and uses a construct modeling

approach, the BEAR Assessment System (BAS; Wilson, 2005), as the guiding framework to

develop an account of the progression in student thinking and learning in the structure of matter

domain. It seemed clear at the outset that an empirically grounded understanding of how students

learn scientific content over time—that is, the pathways in which their learning may

progress—would both make an important contribution to the research on learning progressions

and serve as a guide to the planning and implementation in the teaching of this topic. It was also

clear that, while many learning progressions have been developed, relatively few have been tested

empirically.

This paper is organized into four sections: in the first, we describe previous work and how the

Learning Progressions in Science (LPS) project was developed based on that previous research

and by using the BAS. Then, in the second, we describe the methodology and processes involved

in empirically testing the hypothesized complex learning progression, a progression that was

developed from the literature. In the third, we present the empirical results for our learning

progression on the structure of matter and discuss its implications for use. Specifically, we test

(i) the dimensionality of the constructs in the learning progression and (ii) the ordered nature of

each dimension compared to the hypothesized constructs, and thereby show how the constructs

might be further refined and developed in the light of our findings. However, full details are given

for only one example. In the fourth section,we review thefindings and discuss their implications.

The Background of Previous Research

Among the many publications (Abraham, Grzybowski, Renner, &Marek, 1992; Andersson,

1990; Gomez, Benarroch,&Marin, 2006;Merritt &Krajcik, 2013 among others) on progressions

in the learning of science, we have identified three key bodies of work based on evidence about

students’ learning of the concepts ofmatter.

Three Key Resources

The first study (Smith, Wiser, Anderson, & Krajcik, 2006; Smith, Wiser, Anderson, Krajcik,

& Coppola, 2004) proposed, on the basis of several empirical studies, a learning progression

aimed at the understanding of the particle model of matter. Their scheme was in six stages. It

startedwith the classification ofmatter by itsmacroscopic properties at the first stage and extended

to the capacity to distinguish between the properties and interactions of atoms andmolecules, and

the macroscopic phenomena which these properties can explain, at the last stage. This review

describes the data in three sections, dealing in turn with the grade ranges K to 2nd, 3rd to 5th, and

6th to 8th, so that the scheme proposed was also evolutionary. Overall, the evidence on which this

studywas based comprised about 40 different publications, some ofwhichwere confined to one of

the three grade ranges, while others spanned two or three of them. Each section discussed a set of

assessment items, some of these were new proposals by the authors, while others were adapted

from items used in studies reported in previous studies. The authors did not present any empirical

data on the responses of students to these items, and the only evidence of their use in practice was

the data in the publications fromwhich someof themwere adapted.
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The authors were careful to make their reasoning “transparent” and one of their conclusions

was “We hope that this transparencywill provide evidence that the sample itemswe have included

are representative of much larger pools of items that could be developed using similar methods

and a broader sampling of the research base” (page 61). This review has been used as a starting

point by many others: in particular, it has been quoted as a source in many of the studies reported

below.

In the second of the three studies, Johnson and Tymms (2011) focused their work on the

concept of substance. Building on earlier (Johnson, 1998) interview-based studies of students’

understanding, this study analyzed the results of over 400 students aged 11–14 across 30 schools

in England using fixed response items. Each of three school year groups (years 7, 8, and 9with 10)

attempted about 78 items, with overlap between the years for 55 of the items. They used Rasch

analysis, with careful inter-calibration between years, to produce a two-dimensional map of item

difficulty by conceptual content. Their map (p. 869) showed 52 groups of items with the

conceptual content represented as five groups with focus on (i) properties and substances; (ii)

mixtures; (iii) chemical change; (iv) the particle model and explanations; and (v) mass changes.

One conclusionwas that therewas a significant increase in “substance ability” over the 3 years, but

it was relatively small, that is, less than 3% of their total scale of item difficulty. While the map

represents an overall learning progression for the concept of substance, its complexity is such that

there is no clear line of progression.

In a later article, Johnson (2013) used data, selected from the same study and re-aligned the

item difficulties to produce a map (p.61) with only 18 constructs drawn from the previous groups

of items. These 18 were aligned to show three lines of progression. The first of these was about

learning that particles are the substance, the second about particle motions in the three states of

matter and transitions between them, and the third about identifyingmolecular structures by their

atomic composition. The author linked these to the earlier study (Johnson, 1998) that described

the basic changes in students’ understanding to be between replacing the idea that particles are

embedded in the substance by the idea that they are the substance, and from there to the idea that

particles do not have the macroscopic characteristics of the substance. One feature of particular

interest about this last ideawas that students started to showacquaintancewith the atomic structure

of molecules before they had shown a clear understanding of that idea. In this study, while some

student interviews were used to guide the development of the items, the only items used were

multiple-choice items, reflecting the authors’ previous comment that “Some free text responses

were trialed, but answers were ambiguous and difficult to score” (2011, p.857).While 11 of the 18

itemswere used for all the year groups, 6were designed for only two, and 21 for one. However, the

mean scores of the three groups ranged from 50.1 9(�7.4) for the year 7 sample, to 54.9 (�8.6) for

the years 9-with-10 sample, leading the authors to comment that, “It is perhaps surprising that

different ages, schools and teachers did not produce a much greater variation in the responses.

Even the patterns of choices amongst the distractor options were very consistent” (p.63). There is

nomention in this article of any discussions with teachers about the pedagogic implications of the

results.

In the third of these three, Hadenfeldt, Liu, and Neumann (2014) and later Hadenfeldt,

Neumann, Bernholt, Liu, and Parchmann (2016), explore student learning of the structure of

matter. In the former publication, Hadenfeldt et al. (2014) published a survey of studies about the

structure of matter. Their survey lists 82 papers on the topic published since 1990, exploring the

topic, with samples of between 11 and over 3,000, over various sets of grades between three and

13. Their summary of the models of progression described six different sets of levels variously

proposing between five and two levels. They point out that some authors, such as Talanquer

(2009), propose multiple dimensions without clearly defined levels. Their own broad scheme of
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five levels for understanding matter for kindergarten to grade 12, started with “na€ıve concepts”
and ended with “systemic particle” concepts by way of “simple particle concepts.” Within this

general scheme, they proposed four parallel yet overlapping constructs (which they called “big

ideas”) covering (i) structure and composition; (ii) physical properties and change; (iii) chemical

properties and change; and (iv) conservation, with a caution that research studies showed that

understandings of these fourwere “highly inter-twined.”

In their 2016 paper, Hadenfeldt et al. (2016), using as a framework the four big ideas with five

levels in each, explored the progression of students in grades six to 13 across five secondary

schools in Germany. Their sample of 1,358 students was distributed across eight grades in the five

schools: all these schools were at the highest level of the stratified national system, which meant

that nearly all of these students would expect to progress to degree studies. In each school, some

classes would be taking advanced physics and chemistry courses, some at a basic level only, while

some would not be studying these subjects. The data were the results from 42 ordered multiple-

choice items; for about a third of these, the classifications of the responses were checked in

discussionwith 11 students.

These results were based solely on the responses of a sample drawn from the upper levels of

student achievement and on about 40 ordered multiple choice (OMC) items. They do not discuss

any comparison between the variations in mean response levels between school years and the

spreads in the responses within any 1 school year. The authors commented that with only 10 items

for each of their four parallel schemes one “cannot drawmeaningful comparison in understanding

across the four big ideas.” There was no mention of any discussions with teachers—either about

the items selected or about the pedagogic implications of the results. The authors also concluded

that more research is needed on “how construct-relevant yet disturbing variance in item difficulty

. . . can be controlled” (p. 704).

Critique of Published Work

Each of these studies produced a model to chart or to promote learners’ development from

novice to expert in the understanding of that model, and each was based on empirical studies.

However, the progression schemes proposed by these three did not align closely or clearly with

one another. In formulating the basis of the present study, as set out in our previous paper (Black,

Wilson, & Yao, 2011), the Smith et al. (2004) study seemed to align most closely with our model,

while it also reported a set of itemswhich could be used as a basis for building up data in the study’s

sample schools.1 Three elements that prompted us to undertake this study include (i) none of them

report datawhichmade significant use of students own expressions of their thinking—theviews of

small samples of students’ were only used to check the wording of fixed response items; (ii) the

empirical evidence of mean differences between school years was that these are small compared

with the spread of performanceswithin any1 year group; and (iii) none of them reported follow-up

studies to explore the application of the results, either by feedback to teachers or by further

empirical studies of their use in pedagogy.

Issues Which Any New Work Should Consider—Cautionary Considerations

Top-Down and Bottom-up Approaches to Learning Progression Construction. Among these

and the many other studies of learning progressions, there appear ideas, which should be borne in

mind in any attempt to construct amodel to guide progressions in any topic. The discussion below

will first outline three of these which bear directly on the task of advising teachers about the

optimum design of a teaching program, and will then mention three others which are of more

general relevance. The first idea arose in a broader review, encompassing many topic areas, by
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Duschl, Maeng, and Sezen (2011). They stressed that in any attempt to construct and validate a

learning progression, there are two possible approaches. The first is the “top-down” or validation

approach where the aim is to supplant the learner’s own initial conceptions (or misconceptions),

while the second is the “bottom-up” or evolutionary approach which builds on learner’s initial

conceptions. Both approaches draw on conceptual change research. However, a study may draw

on both approaches. For example, by starting with a top-down scheme and then modifying that

scheme, first by aligning it with assessment items drawn from research into students’ learning, and

later by amending the scheme in the light of the findings when students attempt these items.

Initially, Wiser and Smith (2008) and then Duschl et al. (2011) also suggested that progressions

might involve “stepping stones,” that is, pointswhere appropriate instructional intervention by the

teacher may be needed which would interrupt any linear sequence. This idea will be considered

below in the discussion of our results.

Prior Knowledge of Student andNewKnowledge.The second idea is a caution pointed out by

Shavelson andKurpius (2012), who defined a learning progression as “a sequence of successively

more complex ways of reasoning about a set of ideas,” (p. 15). However, they also warned that:

“learning progressions are not developmentally inevitable but depend on instruction interacting

with students’ prior knowledge and construction of new knowledge.” This idea is also found in

Chapter 8 of Taking Science to School: Learning and Teaching Science in Grades K-8 (NRC,

2007). Thus, a set of components, which together form the construct of the particulate model of

matter, may only be seen as linked in a coherent pattern when a high level of competence has been

reached in all of these components. For example, the Hadenfeldt et al. (2016) paper mentions that

“. . . as a result of being taught about the particle nature of matter, students attempt to integrate the

idea of particles into their explanatory model” which suggests that their sample were told about

the particlemodel and then had to relate it to evidence and experiences.

Interpretation of Student Results. The third idea, from Krajcik (2012), makes a similar point

in stressing the need for caution in the interpretation of the results of surveys of students’ responses

to any set of questions. He argued that some curriculummaterials may lead students to memorize

the particle model of matter as a fact rather than as an evidence-based model that can explain

phenomena, whereas learning progressions should provide the tools needed to build on students’

current understandings so that they form richer and more connected ideas over time. The latter

approach would work from observing macro properties of matter to seeing these in terms of

microscopic models, a progression which would require learners to revisit the same ideas, on

several occasions, within new contexts and levels of understanding so that their progressionwould

not be a simple linear one (Stevens, Shin, & Krajcik, 2009). It follows that the instructional

components, which should help teachers guide such progression, may play a key role in the

implementation of any proposed learning progression. For several of the studies reviewed above,

little or no evidence is presented about the teaching programs experienced by those who formed

the samples for the research study.

Drawing Conclusions From Data. Of more general relevance to the interpretation of

conclusions drawn from any set of data about student knowledge and understanding were three

points. The first was a caution (Tsaparlis & Sevian, 2013) which pointed out that students have to

become accustomed to working with inter-relationships between conceptual changes and the

epistemological changes involved in working with a construct of matter as an inter-related set of

linkingmacroscopic and sub-microscopic phenomena. The secondwas a point,made byAkaygun

and Jones (2013), that in most progression schemes learners have to move from visual

observations to symbolic representations, a progression which may well be helped by computer
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simulations. The third arises from the work of Denvir and Brown (1987); they showed that, in

reaching a full understanding of the concept of number, students followed many different

sequences of steps between the many intermediate stages, which had been revealed by analysis of

interviews. The obvious conclusion was that it cannot be assumed that all learners will arrive at

understanding of a key concept by the same route. They also reported that in their sample, which

spanned 4 successive junior school years, “there is little relationship between performance and

school year” (p.101).

Need for Interaction Between the Theoretical and the Empirical. Overall, it appears that

several different models have been proposed, some formulated from careful analysis of empirical

results, and some leading to advice about how teachers might use the findings to guide their own

instruction.Many other papers have argued the need for progression schemes with aims variously

expressed as supporting ambitious teaching practices (Furtak, Thompsom, Braaten&Windschitl,

2012) or for the design of state standards (Foster &Wiser, 2012). However, what has been lacking

in most subsequent work in which any suchmodel has been applied has been the use of the results

to check the extent to which student learning has developed in accord with the model. As Krajcik

(2012) commented, “the community needs to prevent force-fitting data to preconceived notions

about learning progressions” (p. 34).

Methods

We approached the investigation of the learning progression using a construct modeling

approach as recommended inDeveloping Assessments for the NextGeneration Science Standards

(National Research Council, 2014). This approach allows for an integrated means of developing

assessments that support and build on the goals for curriculum and intentions of instruction. We

used the BEAR Assessment System (Wilson, 2005; Wilson & Sloane, 2000) to provide guiding

principles for our development of the learning progression of how students understand the

structure ofmatter through a project named “The Learning Progression ofMiddle School Science

Instruction&Assessment” (LPS).

The Learning Progressions in Science (LPS) Project

The Learning Progressions in Middle School Science Instruction & Assessment (LPS)

project is a multi-year project funded by the Institute of Education Sciences (IES) of the US

Department of Education. The purpose of LPSwas to investigate (i) a learning progression for the

structure ofmatter; (ii) a learning progression for scientific argumentation; and (ii) the relationship

between these two progressions. This paper will focus solely on the first research goal—the

learning progression for the structure of matter.2 Broadly, we asked the research question: “What

is the nature of the learning progression in the content domain of the structure of matter?” This is

split up into three components:

(1) What is the nature of the structure of matter learning progression resulting from the

previous rounds of iteration of theBAS?

(2) Is the hypothesized dimensionality of the constructs supported by the data?

(3) Is the ordering of the levels, as hypothesized in the construct map for each of the

dimensions, supported by the data?

Figure 1 illustrates an initial version of this learning progression, which was first presented in

Black et al. (2011), and was hypothesized to include six “constructs” illustrated as boxes in the

figure. Of these six constructs, those numbered 1, 4, 5, and 6 are the core constructs for our topic.
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These constructs can be thought of as the important topics, or big ideas in the progression, such as

understanding matter in terms of its macroscopic properties or understanding the atomic-

molecular theory ofmacroscopic properties. In the figure, it is assumed that the progressionmoves

upwards, with the simpler understandings at the bottom and the more sophisticated under-

standings at the top.

At the time of the initial development, the details of each construct were as yet unspecified.

Then, based on further review of the literature, internal research team meetings, and suggestions by

middle school science teachers, detailed descriptions of students’ increasingly sophisticated thinking

for each big idea were added. Further information on individual constructs can be found in Black

et al. (2011) and Wilson, Osborne, et al. (2013). Each construct was individually investigated

following a construct modeling approach (Wilson, 2005), called the BEAR Assessment System.

Assessment Development

The BEAR Assessment System (BAS) is based on the ideas of developmental assessment

(Masters &Forster, 1996;Masters, Adams,&Wilson, 1990;Wilson, 2005). The elements of BAS

are based on four principles, described in detail inWilson andSloane (2000), and listed here:

(1) Adevelopmental perspective on student learning.

(2) Amatch between instruction and assessment.

(3) Management by teachers.

(4) Assessments that uphold high-quality standards of reliability and validity.

A key feature is that the system is centered on constructs—the “big ideas” around which a

curriculum is structured. A construct is an achievement continuum defined operationally by the

assessment tasks to which students respond, and that can be used to track student progress over

time (Masters et al., 1990). These constructs each represent an important set of the learning goals

Figure 1. The hypothesized learning progression for the structure of matter. This was first presented in Black et al.
(2011), pp. 83.
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of the curriculum, something which is repeatedly assessed and for which teachers will wish to

have summary information at critical points during the school year. It is this construct modeling

approach to assessment that promotes the developmental perspective. Information drawn from

these assessments can be used formatively to inform decisions about student progress and about

the next steps in instruction. Constructs are based on comprehensive reviews of the theoretical and

research background, and their usefulness is verified through empirical analyses. Part of this work

to extend and combine constructs into learning progressions is to provide a coherent and deeper

viewof students’ understandings of science conceptions.

The BAS assumes that one is developing multiple tasks to chronicle students’ learning over

time using the following four building blocks: construct map, items design, outcome spaces, and

themeasurementmodel (Wilson, 2005). These four buildingblocks ofBASare shown inFigure 2.

A construct map “is a more precise concept than a construct” (Wilson, 2005, p. 6). The

construct map outlines a developmental perspective to determine how students are progressing

from less to greater expertise in the domain of interest, rather than using assessment only to

measure generalized correctness after learning activities are completed. This initial step is usually

accomplished through domain analysis that considers the extant literature, the particular goals of

related curricula, teachers’ expertise, input from other experts in the domain, and the theory

guiding the larger learning progression. An essential tension when choosing construct maps is the

tradeoff between coverage, which drives the creation of many construct maps representing every

learning goal, and usability, which limits the number of construct maps that can realistically be

learned by students and implemented by teachers. An example of this tension, discussed in our

introductory literature review, is the comparison between the map produced by Johnson and

Tymms (2011) and themore limitedmap published by Johnson (2013). It is, therefore, paramount

to identify themost important learning trajectories to represent as constructmaps.

After the construct map is defined, it is operationalized by utilizing tasks that prompt each

student to provide evidence of where that student is located on the construct of interest. This is

achieved through the items design, the systematic design of tasks to elicit the specific types of

evidence about the levels of student knowledge as described in one or more construct maps. Each

item is designed to engage a student and tap his/her knowledge or understanding of not only the

construct(s) of interest but a particular level within the construct map. The items go through an

iterative development and quality control process (Wilson, 2005) to ensure high quality and

adequate coverage of the constructmap.

These student responses to items are thenmapped onto the outcome space, which defines the

qualitatively different levels of responses (of the construct map) relative to a particular prompt or

stimulus. Essentially, this is where a value is placed on student work. Generally, the scores will

have a several-to-one relationship to the construct map levels, although sometimes it will be

one-to-one. Scoring guides or rubrics are often used, alongwith exemplars of student performance

at developmentally important levels. Scoring guides are hierarchical in nature. A higher score

Figure 2. The BEARAssessment System (BAS) fromWilson (2005) andWilson and Sloane (2000). [Color figure can
beviewed atwileyonlinelibrary.com].
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represents a qualitatively better performance: not just more factual knowledge, but a deeper

understanding. This also reflects the developmental perspective of the assessment system. This

building block operationalizes the principle that teachers are to be the primary managers of

assessment in the classroom. To accomplish this, they must have not only collected the data

needed to assess student learning, but they also need to master the skill set required to use these

data effectively. This implies a data-driven approach to assessment and teaching, in which

teachers use assessment evidence to draw inferences about student knowledge and understanding.

Figure 3 shows an example construct map plus an example item showing how typical item

responses can bemapped to the levels of the constructmap.

The measurement model defines how inferences about student understandings are drawn

from the evaluated (scored) work. In other words, this is where the values derived from the

outcome space are translated back to the construct map. There are many models available for

analyzing the evaluated work, such as item response models, latent class models, or factor

analysis.Wewill illustrate how thisworks for aRasch analysis below.

Note that the BAS takes multiple iterations to implement. The results from the measurement

model often provide important guidance for improving the descriptions of the construct map, and

thus, one must cycle through BAS again and make adjustments to any of the four building blocks,

as needed.

Figure 3. Sample construct map and associated sample item with scoring guide (Wilson, Black, et al., 2013). [Color
figure canbeviewed atwileyonlinelibrary.com].
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Research Question 1: Structure of the Learning Progression

The assessments went through a rigorous development process, cycling through BAS for

multiple iterations where researchers began with theoretical constructs and changed them or

considered changing them based on empirical evidence. Through these iterations, researchers

developed and refined the constructs, items, and scoring guides associated with the structure of

matter learning progression working closely with scientists, science education professionals, and

elementary and secondary school educators.

Research Question 2: Dimensionality of the Four Core Constructs

We used the multidimensional random coefficients multinomial logit model (MRCMLM)

(Wang, Wilson, & Adams, 1997) to investigate the constructs together as a representation of the

learning progression. The MRCMLM was chosen because of its flexibility in modeling a wide

range ofRaschmodels, including themultidimensional extension to the partial credit model. Each

constructwas treated as its owndistinct dimension and theMRCMLMallows for these dimensions

to be non-orthogonal (i.e., oblique). More specifically, to test the constructs of the learning

progression simultaneously, a between-item multidimensional model was used (Wang et al.,

1997), since each item on this assessment was assumed tomeasure only one latent dimension. For

model identification, the student ability mean for each dimension was constrained to 0.00.3

Because of this constraint, direct comparisons across dimensions cannot be made, since it is

unreasonable to assume that all dimensions have the sameorigin.

Research Question 3: Ordering of the Construct Maps for the Four Core Constructs

Beyond the dimensionality of the four core constructs, we also investigatedwhether the levels

in the construct maps were empirically ordered according to the hypothesized construct maps.

Delta dimensional alignment (DDA; Schwartz & Ayers, 2011) is one technique where the item

parameters from a multidimensional model are transformed to the same logit metric. After

transforming item parameters, these can then be used as item anchors to estimate the student

ability distributions so that these are also on the same metric. After the transformation, both the

student ability and item difficulty distributions can be directly compared. All analyses were done

inConQuest 4.0 (Adams,Wu, andWilson, 2015).

Sample

Research was conducted withmiddle school students from a large urban school district in the

western part of the United States. At the time of this research, therewere 10,131 students enrolled

in middle school with 3,766 being in eighth grade. The diversity of the student population is

reflected in the 44 different languages spoken within the district and the 26.5% of students who

speak English as a second language. Demographic information shows that there are nearly equal

numbers of boys and girls, and that the student body consists of African-Americans (11%),

Chinese (28%), Filipino (6%), Latino (26%), White (11%), and other (18%). Fifteen percent of

students are English Language Learners, 13% have an individual education plan (IEP), and 33%

are in the gifted and talented education (GATE) program. Fifty-eight percent receive free or

reduced lunch.

The data and results reported in this paper represent the third iteration of data collection. A

total of 16 students, identified by eight teachers, were also interviewed as a part of the pilot study.

Two teachers helped us trial materials before the pilot study using a sample of 97 students. Lastly,

11 teachers from eight schools helped us to conduct a general administration with their students

for a total of 1,087 eighth grade students. Students completed one of four test forms. A total of 128
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content items were represented on the test forms. In addition, scientific argumentation items also

appeared on three of these forms, but were not included in this particular analysis, as theywere not

part of the hypothesized structure ofmatter learning progression.

Students in grade 8 were chosen because the Framework (NRC, 2012, Box 5.1 on page 105)

and NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013, Disciplinary Core Idea—PS1.A and PS1.B) identify the

structure of matter as a core idea in science and students in that grade received specific instruction

in the structure of matter (e.g., the nature of matter, states of matter, atoms and bonding, chemical

reactions, etc.) throughout the school year from their teachers. In other iterations of this project,

sixth graders and tenth graders were also sampled, though the overall sample sizes were smaller.

While our iteration for the results reported here only contained eighth graders,we found that—due

to the large and diverse sample—the range of performance was wide enough to provide

substantive insight into the progression, particularly toward the latter ends of our progression, as

that content coincideswithwhat students are learning in the classroom.

Results

Research Question 1: Structure of the Learning Progression

Cycling through BAS for multiple iterations, researchers developed and refined the

constructs, items, and scoring guides associated with the structure of matter learning

progression. The cycle of development began by consulting the literature (see the background

section above), and, based on that review, choosing individual constructs to study separately.

For each construct chosen, the research team, made up of experts in science, science education,

and/or measurement, and a group of middle school science teachers then drafted construct

maps. The construct maps included hypothesized hierarchical and qualitatively distinct levels

(also based on the literature review).

Pilot Phase. The initial constructs were principally informed and inspired by the work of

Smith et al. (2004). We developed or adapted tasks and began to consider how student responses

might align with the specific levels on the construct map. We used both open-ended (e.g., written

response and drawing) and fixed-choice items (e.g., multiple choice). An example of the kind of

open-ended item is shown in Figure 3. The research team participated in a peer review of the

materials. In these meetings along with meetings with teachers, we refined the assessment

materials, which included the construct maps, items, and scoring guides. After making

adjustments as needed, we then conducted think-aloud interviews with middle school students to

ensure that the itemswere being understood as intended.

Through this process many issues arose ranging from minor wording choices to the

reconsideration of the hypothetical structure of a construct. Sometimes the research caused

teachers to reflect on their teaching and how their own students would respond to particular items.

For example, the puddle item (see the right side of Figure 3) initially asked: “On a warm day, a

puddle ofwater disappears.What happens to thewater?”By the time itwas administered to a large

group of students it had been changed to ask: “On awarm day, a puddle of water goes away.What

happens to thewatermolecules?” At first glance, these versions appear to be similar. However, the

absence of the word “molecules” in the initial version proved problematic. Researchers were

interested in eliciting student responses that communicate that water molecules move faster and

spread apart when heated. However, because the question asked about “water” and not “water

molecules” researchers found that most students repeated the prompt to say that the “water goes

away.” Participating teachers decided to use this scenario in class to see students’ initial ideas

about how matter changes states—whether students talked at the macroscopic or microscopic

levels shaped how the teachers delivered the subsequent lesson.
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Trial Phase.After refining the materials further, a trial was administered to a small group of

students under normal test-like conditions. This was done to ensure adequate time for test-taking,

identify any additional flaws, gather preliminary student responses, and (again) ensure that

students were perceiving and responding to items as anticipated by the research team. After the

trial and further revisionswere completed, a general administration of itemswas prepared.

General Administration Phase. The general administration is the main data collection phase

and consists of a substantially larger sample of students than in the previous phases. Scoring guide

moderation, scoring, and data cleaning were then completed. Finally, the ConQuest software

(Adams et al., 2015) was used to estimate student and item parameters for the data. Specifically,

the partial credit model (Masters, 1982), a Rasch-based item response model that could handle

assessments with both dichotomously and polytomously scored items, was used to investigate the

technical qualities of each construct individually.

Rasch models provide convenient and rich ways to model person proficiency and item

difficulty measures using the same scale. In addition, items from different types of assessments

can be scaled together so that student gains can be evaluated in a straightforward way without

requiring students to take the same pre- and post-test. This approach can improve the

interpretability of student work and help teachers focus on the specific needs of their students in

the context of a curriculum’s central learning progression, while ensuring (i) that appropriate

evidence is produced to draw reliable inferences about the student proficiencies of interest and (ii)

that those inferences can be interpreted in a straightforward way, meaningful for teachers,

students, and other stakeholders. The partial credit analyses for each construct revealed how well

the empirical results fit with the original construct map. This included examining the item

locations (e.g., were the items linked to lower levels actually easier for the students?) and item fit

—as determined by the weighted mean square fit statistics (Adams et al., 2015). Items were

flagged and further investigated qualitatively if any of these appeared problematic. Certain item

features, such as potentially misleading pictures, confusing sentence structures, or complicated

words, were examined closely. We relied on many different resources to help investigate these

flagged items, including additional interviews with students and teachers, as well as internal team

meetings. Following these meetings, some items were adjusted and tested again in the next cycle,

while others were set aside if theywere deemed too problematic by our research team’s judgment.

Adjustments to the construct map were also made following these analyses and another cycle

through BAS began, following analogous procedures as described above. The empirical results

presented here for our learning progression results from three years of cycling through BAS.

While a description of the specific changes to all of the constructs is beyond the scope of this paper,

an example for one construct is provided later in this paper.

Over the course of the research project, construct maps articulating the constructs were

named, defined, renamed, and redefined, following advice from the project advisory board,4

further literature review, and the results from the partial credit analyses. Four construct maps

named:MacroProperties (MAC),Changes of State and other PhysicalChanges (PHS), Particulate

Explanations of Physical Changes (EPC), and Particulate Explanations of Chemical Changes

(ECC) were identified as core to the learning of the structure of matter and two [Measurement and

DataHandling (MDH) andDensity andMass&Volume (DMV)] were identified as auxiliary. The

focus of this paperwill be on the four core constructs.

The structure of matter learning progression begins with MAC. Students, at this point,

identify and classify matter using macro properties. Building on these initial ideas, students at the

PHS level are those who understand the conservation of mass and volume during phase changes

and other physical changes. Finally, students wrestle with understanding the particulate nature of
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physical changes (EPC) and also chemical changes (ECC). The constructs and their hypothesized

relationships are shown in Figure 4, which illustrates the large-scale vision of the learning

progression before the final large-scale data collection and analysis. Figure 4 represents the

framework on the structure of the learning progression.

The four core constructs in Figure 4 show an increasingly sophisticated understanding

of the structure of matter and mirror the grade 8 curriculum. Students are introduced to

physical and chemical changes at the beginning of the school year by their teachers through

a variety of approaches. Ideas central to understanding the structure of matter are discussed

repeatedly throughout the school year, beginning with simple and familiar examples and

activities the progressing through the school year to more complex and less familiar ideas.

Initially, they are (re)introduced to matter and how to distinguish matter from non-matter,

which reflects the contents of the MAC construct. The students, then, learn about and

experiment with mixtures with a focus on the states of matter (PHS). They transition into

describing how matter can change from one state to another and back again during a

physical change which bridges ideas from the PHS construct map to the EPC construct

map. Finally, students are taught how to distinguish between physical changes and chemical

changes (spanning EPC and the last construct, ECC) with a focus at the atomic level so

they can determine the number of atoms of each element, distinguish between reactants and

products, and learn about conservation in a closed system.

After the development and refinement of the four core constructs through BAS, it was

determined that they were each reasonably well-defined and the remaining items had reasonable

item properties (e.g., good item fit, difficulties seemed reasonable in relation to other items). The

next step involved investigating the relationship of these constructs to each other so that evidence

for the learning progression as awhole could begathered.

Research Question 2: Dimensionality of the Four Core Constructs

To empirically test our research question about the nature of a learning progression of the

structure ofmatter, we beganwith a dimensional analysis of the four core constructs. This analysis

allowed us to seewhether the internal structure of the empirical results matched our hypothesized

structure, shown in Figure 4. Twomodels were compared: a four-dimensional model, where each

construct was treated as its own dimension, and a unidimensional model where only one latent

dimension was assumed. Because these two models are nested, a likelihood ratio test was used to

Figure 4. Revised learning progression for the structure of matter. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com].
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test the goodness-of-fit. The results were statistically significant5 ðx2 ¼ 687; df ¼ 9; p < 0:001Þ
indicating that themultidimensionalmodel fits the data statistically better than the unidimensional

model.

In addition to the likelihood ratio test, two additional fit criteria were used to compare the

models, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) and the Bayesian Information

Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978). Both are derived from the differences in the log-likelihoodwhile

also including a penalty for the number of parameters. Additionally, the BIC also accounts for the

sample size. For both criteria, lower values indicate a better fit. Results, shown in Table 1,

confirmed that the multidimensional model fits the data statistically significantly better than the

unidimensional model using these indices, providing support that the distinctions between the

four constructs are useful to acknowledge.

Because direct comparisons of the item and student distributions cannot be made without a

transformation to the parameters for the multidimensional model, delta dimensional alignment

(DDA; Schwartz & Ayers, 2011) was applied to the parameters. Tables 2 and 3 show the

disattenuated correlations and the descriptive results, respectively. The number of items per

construct ranged from 15 for PHS to 43 for ECC. We considered the effect size of the

multidimensionalmodels expressed herevia the correlation coefficients shown inTable 2.

The correlations are quite high for some of the constructs. This findingwas anticipated, as the

constructs are part of the same learning progression. Nevertheless, we consider that, in the main,

the correlations are in a range that warrants maintaining the dimensions for educational purposes.

The highest correlation is between MAC and PHS, with a correlation of 0.93 and the lowest is

between PHS and EPC, with a correlation of 0.81. Nevertheless, we decided to investigate two

additional models, to see if combining dimensions did, indeed, make the results clearer. First, we

tested a three-dimensional model, with MAC and PHS combined to form one dimension, while

EPC and ECC remained separate. We also tested a two-dimensional model, with MAC and PHS

combined and EPC and ECC combined, because these represent the highest correlations. The

results are illustrated inTable 3.

Of these fourmodels, the four-dimensional model still fit the data the best, as it has the lowest

AIC andBIC values. Because the four-dimensional model was the best-fitting and since it follows

the structure of matter learning progression, it will be discussed further. As Table 4 shows, the

average means for students onMAC, PHS, EPC, and ECCwere�1.86,�0.71,�0.31, and�0.19

logits, respectively. The variances for the constructs range from 0.77 for ECC to 2.26 for MAC.

Although some of the constructs have only a moderate number of items, the reliabilities are quite

reasonable, due to the advantages of using the multidimensional estimation, which uses all of

every students’ responses for each of the construct estimates: The EAP/PV reliabilities were 0.72,

0.75, 0.83, and 0.78, forMAC, PHS,EPC, andECC, respectively.

TheWrightMap from themultidimensional partial credit analysis, after DDAwas applied, is

shown in Figure 5. The Wright Map is a useful tool that illustrates both the distributions of the

person abilities and the item difficulties on the same figure, using the same scale. The first column

is the scale for the map, which applies to all four constructs, and ranges from approximately

Table 1

Comparisoin between multidimentional and undimensional models

Model Number of Parameters Final Deviance AIC BIC

Unidimensional 138 72693 72969 73112
Multidimensional 147 72006 72300 72452
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�6 to þ4 logit. For each construct, there are two columns of information: the first is the

distribution of the student abilities and the second is the distribution of the item difficulties. Each

“X” in the student ability distributions represents approximately ten students. Higher logit values

(being higher on the map) indicate higher ability levels on the construct for the students and more

difficult items. In addition, the map provides a clear picture for how the group performed on each

set of items. When a person has the same estimated ability level as an item, then the person has a

50%probability of answering that item correctly:We interpret this as indicating the point of “most

active learning” for that student. If an item has a higher logit value, then the person has less than a

50% chance of answering the item correctly. Lastly, if the item has a lower logit value, then the

personwould havemore than a 50%chance of answering that itemcorrectly.

In our results (see Wright Map, Figure 5), we can see that an eighth grade sample was

reasonably well-mapped to the (entire) set of items across the four constructs, and hence, able to

provide us with valuable insights into the learning progression. For instance, for both the MAC

and PHS person distributions (i.e., the two left-most histograms), there are some students who are

matchedwith items in these constructs.WhileMAChad about seven itemswhere students all have

over a 50% probability of answering correctly, there are still a substantial number of items where

students have a 50% probability or less of answering correctly. Thus, while most eighth graders

found MAC and PHS items generally easy, there is still a sizeable number of students who may

still experience somedifficulties.

For both the EPC and ECC constructs, the distribution of the items matches the

distribution of the students more evenly than both MAC and PHS. This was anticipated

since the students are learning about particulate explanations for both physical and

chemical changes in eighth grade. For these two constructs, there is considerable overlap

of both the distributions of student abilities and of item difficulties, suggesting that they

have similar levels of difficulty. However, the similarity of the item difficulties for these

two constructs was a surprise, as it was initially hypothesized that the items relating to

physical changes (EPC) would be easier than items on chemical changes (ECC). This

pattern has also occurred in a previous iteration (Yao, Wilson, & Black, 2013). This

finding is explored in the “Discussion and Implications” section.

Table 2

Structure of matter- construct correlations

MAC PHS EPC

MAC 1.00 – –
PHS 0.93 1.00 –
EPC 0.82 0.81 1.00
ECC 0.84 0.84 0.88

Table 3

Comaparision between undimentional, two-, three-, and four-dimentional models

Model Number of Parameters Final Deviance AIC BIC

Undimentional 138 72693 72969 73112
Two-Dimentions (MAC/PHS/EPC/ECC) 140 72295 72575 72720
Three-Dimensions (MAC/PHS, EPC, ECC) 143 72078 72364 72512
Four-Dimensions (MAC,PHS,EPC, ECC) 147 72006 72300 72452
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Research Question 3: Ordering of the Construct Maps for the Four Core Constructs

As the ordering of the construct levels is also an important part of the empirical testing of

the hypothesized construct maps, we also examined this question, using more detailed versions

of the Wright maps. We found that the levels within the dimensions did not align as well as we

had expected they would with the hypothesized levels in the construct map. Hence, we

explored the possibility of a sub-structure within the item sequences in each construct. We

started with a re-examination of the results from the partial credit analyses and also included a

qualitative examination of the questions within the construct and considered whether they

might be grouped in relation to similarities within the items of each group. The qualitative

work was done through our internal research meetings with our research team and taken to

teachers for their feedback. The outcome of this type of exploration is illustrated for the ECC

construct in Figure 6. Similar efforts have been made for the EPC and PHS constructs, and

discussed in other publications (Black et al., 2011; Wilson, Black, et al., 2013).

Figure 5. Wright Map of the four main constructs in the structure of matter learning progression. [Color figure can be
viewed atwileyonlinelibrary.com].

Table 4

Descriptive results for the four dimentions

MAC PHS EPC ECC

Number of items 39 15 31 43
Person mean -1.86 -0.71 -0.31 -0.19
Variance 2.26 1.63 1.32 0.77
EAP/PV reliability 0.72 0.75 0.83 0.78
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The initial hypothesis of the Particulate Explanations of Chemical Changes construct map

started at the lowest level (Level 0) with the student misconception that matter is not conserved

during any type of substance change. Researchers hypothesized that student understandingmoved

through levels of increasing understanding until Level 5, which states that students understand

that during a chemical change, the atoms will be unchanged, but may combine in new ways to

form different molecules (new substances). The empirical results led the research team to re-

conceptualize the progression. Researchers workedwith teachers to interpret the data and develop

an alternative construct map that captured a more comprehensive view of how learning develops.

The revised constructmap shows that students’ understanding of chemical change develops along

three lines (or strands).

The ECC items can be categorized into three groups, which are labeled as strands, with each

strand being a distinct component of themain ECC construct. These three strands are described as

follows:

� ECC-A: Chemical and physical changes in the inter-atomic combinations and in the

arrangements of atoms andmolecules.

Figure 6. WrightMapof the strands of theECCconstruct. [Color figure can beviewed atwileyonlinelibrary.com].
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� ECC-B:Changes inmacroscopic properties,which accompany chemical and/or physical

changes.

� ECC-C: Representations of elements, compounds, and different phases, in terms of

arrangements of atoms andmolecules.

In ECC-A, students can explain chemical and physical changes in terms of the inter-atomic

combinations and the arrangements of atoms and molecules. At the first level, students can

recognize and explainmolecular and atomic representations of physical and chemical changes. In

the second level, students understand that in a chemical change, the atoms ormolecules change the

way they combine and form new materials. Students also know that there are empty spaces or a

vacuum between atoms and molecules. Lastly, in the third level, students can construct diagrams

to give molecular and atomic representations of both physical and chemical changes. They know

that in a chemical change, the atoms stay the same, but in different molecules. The numbers of

atoms involved remain the same for both physical and chemical changes.

In ECC-B, students can distinguish between chemical and physical changes through the

observations of macroscopic properties. For the first level, students can distinguish between these

changes for obvious, familiar cases, such as when a chunk of wood burns or when an ice cube

melts. In the second level, students can do this for less obvious cases, such as when a candle is

burned or when sugar is dissolved into tea. Students also understand that mass is conserved

throughout these changes. In the last stage, students can recognize that the properties differ after a

chemical change. They can also distinguish chemical from physical changes in unfamiliar cases,

such aswhen solid iodine turns into a gas.

In ECC-C, students are able to represent elements, compounds, and different phases, in terms

of the arrangements of atoms and molecules. At the first level, students can recognize

representations ofmonatomicmolecules. They are aware that atoms andmolecules are not usually

visible and may also have different sizes. In the second level, students can recognize

representations of diatomic molecules. They also know that atoms andmolecules haveweight. At

the topmost level, students can recognize and distinguish between diagrams of different

polyatomic elements and compounds.

As just mentioned, within each of these three strands, the items could be divided into three

levels, with the type of demand similar within each group, but different, both qualitatively and in

expected level of demand, between the groups. The outcome of this analysis is shown as aWright

map in Figure 6. Here the three strands are shown separately, but with respect to the same overall

student score scale for ECC; so this map is the same as the map for ECC in Figure 5 but with the

additional division into three strands. The other feature added here is that the three groups with

each strand are represented by the colors—blue, green, and yellow, representing the three levels

from the lowest to the highest, respectively.

Figure 6 shows evidence of a progression sequencewithin each strand, but also shows that the

overlaps between the three produced the apparent lack of such sequencewhen they are represented

together, as in Figure 5. The colors of questions also indicate a progression sequence, in a clear

way for ECC-C but not for ECC-A. Such apparent “discrepancies” will have to be explored by

more detailed examinations of the ways in which the demands of individual questions are

perceived by students. Further work will also be needed on the possible strands within the other

constructs.

Discussion and Implications

Learning progressions can be a useful tool for designing high quality assessments that align to

both curriculum and instruction, but because of their hypothetical nature, they must be tested for
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reliability andvalidity. For learning progressions to have apositive impact in thefieldof education,

theymust beginwith a sound theoretical frame and then beverified through empirical testing. This

paper illustrates one such method for hypothesizing a learning progression of how students come

to understand the structure of matter and empirically testing the learning progression using a

multidimensional model to test the relationships among constructs within the progression. The

methodology involved following the BAS framework, where first, each individual construct

within the learning progression was investigated. After each construct had been investigated once

ormore and determined to have sound psychometric properties, then it was possible to investigate

the learning progression as a whole. While this procedure is both time-consuming and resource-

intensive, efforts of this order are essential for gathering high quality empirical evidence. For

instance, it is through these earlier analyses that four constructs were identified as the core

constructs in the progression, whereas two of them were identified as auxiliary constructs.

While these two auxiliary constructs should also be investigated alongside the core constructs for

future research, this designation allowed us to focus our limited resources on what we considered

themost important relationships in the learning progression.

This section begins by addressing our overall research question: What is the nature of the

learning progression in the content domain of the structure of matter? First, we discuss the results

regarding the structure and dimensionality of the learning progression. Next, we discuss the order

of the construct maps and the discovery of an underlying substructure in the ECC data set. This

discussion is followed by a review of the current study with respect to earlier research on student

understanding of the structure ofmatter and of learning progressions in general.

Structure and Dimensionality of the Learning Progression

The empirical multidimensional results displayed an overall pattern that supported our initial

expectations of the structure and dimensionality of the learning progression. First, the four-

dimensional model had the best fit over a three-, two- and one-dimensional model, providing

empirical evidence to our four core-construct learning progression. In addition to the number of

dimensions, the structure of the dimensions seemed to fit our progression as well. TheMAC items

were found to be the easiest, followed by the PHS items, and finally, the EPC and ECC items were

themost difficult. However, therewas onemajor exception to the structure—the twomost difficult

constructswere not ordered in difficulty aswe hypothesized. Specifically, the items about physical

changes were not found to be easier for students than the items about chemical changes. Rather,

their difficulties appeared similar and this pattern is discussed inmore detail in the next section.

Order of the Constructs

While the hypothesized progression holds generally, the items for the Particulate

Explanations of Physical Changes (EPC) construct and the items for the Particulate Explanations

of Chemical Changes (ECC) construct were not found to be ordered in difficulty in accordance

with our hypothesis.We originally expected the items about chemical changes to bemore difficult

for students to answer correctly than items about physical changes.However, results indicated that

the difficulties were in a similar range—a pattern we had also found in a previous iteration of this

project (Yao et al., 2013).

A small-scale investigation of the items and constructs combined with discussions with

teachers on how they teach these two topics helped shed some light on this finding. Resulting from

these informal steps, we identified two points to consider: (i) the expectation of the order was

influenced by experts’ knowledge that further studies in chemistry would lead far beyond the

simple physical phenomena involved in the ECC construct items; however the actual ECC items

were not representative of that higher knowledge, as they are designed to address only the lower
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chemistry phenomena as specified in typical middle school science curricula; and (ii) many of the

items that were included actually asked students to identify (implicitly) the difference between

physical and chemical changes, and hence it makes sense that such items will be of similar

difficultywhether they relate directly toEPC (i.e., because the correct response involves a physical

phenomenon) or directly to ECC (i.e., because the correct response involves a chemical

phenomenon). For future research, this finding and these speculations should be retested to see if

the results hold true again, andwhether the speculations are borne out.

Discovery of a Substructure Within a Construct

The discovery of a substructure, the three strands, associated with the ECC construct is a

unique finding of this study. Initially in ECC, the overlapping item difficulties obscured the

developmental sequence of progression at the construct level. After examining the content of the

ECC items, we divided the ECC items into three strands with similar task demands. Upon further

examination, each of the three strands were found to fall into three qualitatively distinct levels of

understanding. Figure 6 shows the resulting three strands of ECC, along with the three levels

within each strand. Once these strands and levels were identified, a developmental progression

within ECC became clearer, though more so for some strands (i.e., ECC-B) than others (i.e.,

ECC-A). The discovery of the substructure was critical to learning how middle school students

come to understand the particulate nature of chemical changes. While the substructure provides

insight into the differences of task demands, for instance distinguishing between physical and

chemical changes through macroscopic properties (ECC-B) and of explaining these changes in

termsof the interatomic combinations of atoms andmolecules (ECC-A),more research is required

to explore the levelswithin each strand.

The Current Study Given Earlier Studies

This section discusses some of the key aims and methods of this study in the light of existing

publishedwork in order to highlight its specific contributions to the fields of learning progressions

and science education.

By contrast with the three main published studies described in our background section, the

present study restricted its scope to the particulate model of the structure of matter. In

consequence, we have elicited a progression which has a more clear conceptual unity, while still

covering a significant and central element of the science curriculumas awhole.

While the six big ideas identified by Smith et al. (2004, p. 11) inspired our learning

progression (see Figure 4), wemoved beyond that analysis by collecting empirical evidence to test

the progression. Essentially, we responded to their invitation to investigate a learning progression

of how students understandmatter andmolecular theory.

Many of the constructs produced in earlier studies can be related to the present findings, but

the overall structures are significantly different. For example, while Johnson (2013) took a uni-

dimensional approach to investigating his learning progression we took a multi-dimensional one,

through which, on the basis of our empirical analyses of students’ responses we have shown that

their conceptions of the structure ofmatter aremorevalidly represented by four distinct yet related

constructs. Again, while Hadenfeldt et al. (2016) proposed four parallel overlapping constructs,

they concluded that one “cannot draw meaningful comparison in understanding across the four

big ideas.”

A further new feature has emerged through our incorporation, in our data collections and

analyses, of students’ responses to open-ended test items in addition to their choices in multiple-

choice items, whereas the published studies have relied exclusively on multiple-choice items.

Hadenfeldt et al. (2016) and Johnson and Tymms (2011), have drawn attention to the problem that
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success with any multiple choice item may not be firm evidence of understanding. In these

studies, the validity of the multiple choice items has been checked with students’ explanations

in either interview or writing, and such checks have been used to modify some multiple choice

items. However, they have not incorporated open-ended explanation in their large-scale surveys.

The use of both types of response in the present study has added information about the significant

differences between the two in our levels of analyses, and thereby adds to our advice to teachers

to not just ask students to choose an answer but to also to ask “why” questions to investigate the

limits of student understanding. We provide samples of items in the Supplementary file. This

expanded way to gather response data is beneficial to the interpretations of the items in their own

assessmentwork.

However, proceeding to the design and implementation of these strategies in a curriculum

and pedagogy program is beyond the scope of the present project, but we do see it as an important

next step. Our items, as located in the Wright maps, meet the requirement of Krajcik (2012)

by providing the tools needed to build on student’s current understanding, and by inter-relating

these within its broad framework; thus, they should help to meet his criterion that such tools

should help build, over time, a set of connected understandings. In practice, as Shavelson &

Kurpuis’s (2012) emphasized, any individual student’s learning progression will depend both

on any new instruction and on his or her prior knowledge. In particular, a teacher may be

working with a class who have previously been taught in a variety of ways, including top-down

approaches, which could mean that they know the final “answer” for the issue to be explored for a

construct but do not understand it. So, for example, in starting the study of a new topic within a

classroom, the teacher could assess the knowledge and understanding of what students “bring to

the table” by using either some of the basic level questions for the new topic, or some of the

top-level questions from constructs which are a required basis for that topic, so chosen that

success with them is required by the new topic. Such exploration of the nature of students’

understanding is a key way of using the established benefits of formative assessment practices

(Black and Wiliam, 2009). In addition, a selected set of items which match to several levels of

progression in a topic could be used as a summative test, either to explore more comprehensively

the prior knowledge and understanding of a topic, or in a comprehensive review of what has

been achieved at the end of the study of a construct. In both cases, the aim is not to grade the

students, but to use the results formatively (as in Black, Harrison, Lee,Marshall, &Wiliam, 2003,

pp.53–57).

It is not claimed that the learning progression of a particular individual student will follow the

general sequence established in the types of sequence shown in Figures 5 and 6. The results

presented here may be seen as the combined effect of many different individual progressions of

the type shown by Denvir and Brown (1987). However, in planning whole-class activities, a

teacher needs tomake use of the overall combined effects, while being as responsive as possible to

the difficulties of some individual students.

The present study examined both the students’ conceptual understanding and their

ability to engage in argumentation about the concepts, by asking students, for example, to

“give reasons for your answer.” Thus we have responded to the argument of Tsaparlis and

Sevian (2013) that any study should explore progression in both the conceptual and the

epistemological aspects.

The approach taken in thework reported here has been built on the basis of an argument about

the links between curriculum, pedagogy and assessment. The central aim of the work reported

here was to check and, where necessary, modify a learning progression which teachers could use

to guide their work, and to develop the assessmentmethods and tools that would support the use of

the learning progression as a guide to developing students’ learning.
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Current reform efforts in science identify assessment as a critical support for instruction

(NGSS Lead States, 2013). The NGSS describes specific goals for science learning in the form of

performance expectations (statements about what students should know and be able to do at each

grade level). This study provides an example of an empirically based learning progression of

student understanding of the structure of matter—an example that addresses the progressive

nature of learning by providing a continuumonwhich students can be placed. This research should

inform the professional development of teachers as they implement new reform ideas in their

classrooms to teach and assess student learning.

Summary

This study puts forth a progression of how students understand the structure of matter by

empirically inter-relating constructs at different levels of sophistication to develop a unified

learning progression. We also encountered through the study that student thinking can be more

complex than hypothesized from earlier work, as in the case of our discovery of a substructure (or

strands) of understandingwithin a single construct.

The paper was shaped by and contributed to other important papers about how student

understanding of the structure ofmatter develops. Previous studies (Hadenfeldt et al., 2014, 2016;

Johnson, 2013; Johnson & Tymms, 2011; Smith et al., 2004) each produced a model to see how

student conceptions of matter develop. However, the progressions proposed by previous studies

did not align closely or clearly with one another. In formulating the basis of the present study, the

Smith et al. (2004) study alignedmost closelywith our hypothesizedmodel, while it also provided

an initial set of items. However, none of the previous studies report data on a large scale which

made significant use of students’ own expressions of their thinking in comparison to our study in

allowing a large number of students to construct their responses via, mainly, the “please explain”

questions. Other studies relied on forced choice items for their large data collection efforts. And,

none of them reported follow-up to explore the application of the results, either by feedback to

teachers or by further empirical studies of their use in pedagogy. The present study relied on

teacher input throughout each iteration of the study.

The paper discusses cautionary considerations drawn from the larger landscape of learning

progressions like Duschl’s et al. (2011) top-down and bottom-up approaches and Shavelson &

Kurpuis’ (2012) warning about the importance of the interaction between instruction and

students’ prior knowledge. Researchers involved in the current study worked extensively with

experienced teachers as they actively taught about the structure of matter and collaborated in the

study.

This study is a significant resource to guide further work of researchers and educators.

For researchers interested in empirically testing learning progressions, this study

demonstrates that a construct modeling approach for investigating a progression through

a developmentally based iterative process shows great promise. In particular, it has

demonstrated the need for a thorough consideration of the core constructs and of their

possible sub-structures which we have called strands. For educators, we recommend, on

the basis of our results and study methods, that the choice of instructional approach needs

to be fashioned in terms of a model, grounded in evidence, of the paths through which

learning might best proceed, working toward the desired targets by a pedagogy which also

fosters students’ development as effective learners.

Research should explore further the nature of the strands found in this study. Previous

research has not produced such sub-structures. Future research should investigate what this

division implies for instructional planning and how educators should think about any relevant

strands and about the pedagogy required to address them.
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Notes
1
Most of the empirical data for the study presented here were collected in 2013 and 2014, so

wewere not able to use theHadenfeldt et al. (2016) paper.
2
Accounts of the results of investigations (b) and (c) have been communicated elsewhere

(Osborne et al., 2016; Henderson, Osborne, Macpherson, & Szu, 2013; Osborne, Henderson,

MacPherson,&Szu, 2013;Yao, 2013 andYao,Wilson,Henderson,&Osborne, 2015).
3
One can also constrain the itemdifficulties for each dimension to 0.00, as an alternative. This

constraint is activated by setting one item difficulty, in each dimension, as the negative sum of all

other itemdifficulties in that dimension.
4
The advisory board included Alicia Alonzo, Paul Black, Douglas Clark, Richard Duschl,

JosephKrajcik, James Pellegrino, andHelenQuinn.
5
The p-valuewas adjusted because it is at the boundary of the parameter space (Rabe-Hesketh

&Skrondal, 2008, pp. 69).
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